


The pace of doing business is accelerating all the time and you 
can’t afford to take your eye off the ball for a second. Fusion 
Notify ensures that your decision makers never miss an event 
or situation defined as having a significant impact on your 
business.

Your team can be confident that Fusion Notify will be closely monitoring changing 
conditions, and will prompt them to react quickly to an event or anticipate an emerging 
situation. This frees them to concentrate on the task in hand, whether in the office, on 
the road or with a customer.

Fusion Notify allows you to make timely decisions based upon the data stored on 
your Sage system. It sends an email, triggered by a change occurring within Sage. 
Notifications can be activated not just by a change within your financial data, but also in 
areas such as material requirements planning and customer relationship management.
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The flexible way to stay informed
Fusion Notify combines simplicity with flexibility. Email 
notifications can be sent to one or a number of decision 
makers at the same time. They can be read from 
your desktop or PC or from a mobile device such as a 
smartphone, to keep you fully in the picture, in or out of 
the office.
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Here are some examples of how Fusion 
Notify could be used:

1. To send your account managers a ‘snapshot’ of the details   
 when new customers come on board

2. To inform the sales and finance teams of sales orders and cash
 received daily

3. To proactively email suppliers to chase deliveries based upon 
due dates of Purchase Orders

4. To warn of orders taken below acceptable margin levels

5. To send automated customer order confirmation emails

6. To prompt a reorder of raw materials should stock fall below a
 predefined level

7. To warn your credit controllers if a customer’s order exceeds 
their credit limit

8. To send customers reminders before invoices are due and       
notifying them of late payments

9. To cross-sell and up-sell by sending information relating to
 customers’ purchases

10. To advise that a customer’s contract is coming up for renewal

Whatever your industry or sector, with Fusion Notify 
constantly keeping your team informed, you have 
the potential to increase efficiency, streamline your 
processes, and improve communications, both internally 
and with customers and business partners.

There is an almost endless range of scenarios 
in which Fusion Notify can automatically inform 
users and support you in running an efficient, 
profitable business.
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Notifications can be triggered in real time or (for
less time critical events) can be scheduled to run at
a specific time. Email addresses are either manually 
entered when the notification is built, or derived 
dynamically from the data that is used within
the notification.

Fusion Notify is designed to be as easy to use as possible. In addition,
to help you to make a fast, effective start, a Datel consultant will
work with you to set up and configure Fusion Notify and create some
sample notifications. You’ll be shown how to create your own 
notifications using the integral query builder and how to format
emails using the designer for creating either simple text or rich
HTML content, plus how to add attachments to your notifications.

Fusion Notify is part of the Datel Fusion range of products, designed
to integrate with and work alongside Sage solutions. Fusion enhances 
and extends the functionality provided by the core Sage applications.
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Fusion Notify integrates into Sage 
200cloud, Sage Line 500 and Sage 1000 
and is available as:

Fusion Notify Standard Edition                                  
Limited to 10 notifications and only Sage databases

Fusion Enterprise Edition                                          
Provides unlimited notifications

Fusion Notify: Packaged Alerts
Fusion Notify Packaged Alerts is an add-on product for Sage 
200cloud, Sage Line 500 and Sage 1000. It offers a package of     
pre-set alerts to use within your Sage software, created by Datel  
and available for immediate import.

Depending on your needs, Packaged Alerts can be used either as a 
standalone add-on product for your Sage software, or as a bolt-on 
for Fusion Notify.

For more information contact your Account Manager.



To discuss how Fusion Notify can deliver for your 
business call 0800 0775 888 or speak with your 
Datel Account Manager.
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